Mathematics











Art & Design

Algebra

Englis

Short /long division

Volume and surface area of a cuboid
Finding missing angles
Solving problems involving fractions, percentages and money

* Introduction to costumes design.
* Design and building of 3D crowns.
* Design and modeling of masks.
* Design of body costumes for plays

Computer Studies
 Algorithms and programming
 Communication and E-safety

Mean, median, mode and range
Multiplying and dividing fractions
Recognise simple 3D shapes and making nets
Tables and graphs
Translation and reflection

English
 Continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of fiction, plays, nonfiction
and reference books or textbooks

 preparing plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through

Year 6
Curriculum
Overview
Trinity 2022

Geography
Introduction to mountains
The mountain environment
Comparison of mountain environment
The formation of mountains
On top of the world
Mountain weather
Mountain range
Why do people climb mountains?

different techniques

 Distinguishing between statements of facts and opinions
 Reading to retrieve, record and present information from nonfiction
 using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to
guide the reader (for example, headings, bullet points, underlining)

 listening and participating in discussions, presentations, role play, improvisations
and debates

 Grammar skills to include; determiners and generalisers, imperatives, semicolons,

French
Bougeons !
(Let's move: talking about sports, sharing
our sports activities and describing people
physically)

colons etc.

 Handwriting/Presentation- continue to write legibly using the right implement
 Spelling to include the use of three/ four letters of a word to check spelling, meaning
or both of these in a dictionary

Science
Evolution and inheritance
-Recognise that living things have changed
over time and that fossils provide
information about living things that
inhabited the Earth millions of years ago
-recognise that living things produce
offspring of the same kind, but normally
offspring vary and are not identical to
their parents
-identify how animals and plants are
adapted to suit their environment in
different ways and that adaptation may
lead to evolution.

Music
Physical Education

History
∙ How we can know about the past
∙ Benin civilasation on timeline
- How Benin Kingdom was ruled
- Key events in Benin Kingdom
- Benin kingdom religious beliefs

Hockey
Introduction to Hockey:
History, nature, facilities and equipment, skills and
rules of the game.
Game situation
Badminton
Introduction to Badminton:
History, nature, facilities and equipment, skills and
rules of the game.
Game situation

Rhythmic notation (Aurals)
Solfa notations (Kodaly hand signs)
Western musical periods; Baroque
Elements of music; DR SMITH
Exploring Guitars; More tunes on string
1,2 and 3

P.H.S.E.
living in the wider world

- What was life like for children in
Benin Kingdom?







Swimming:
Butterfly swimming stroke

